Nisanov God Semenovich

Category: Domestic Politically Exposed Person
Date of birth: April 24, 1972
Individual Taxpayer Number: 772374165781
Place of birth: Qirmizi Qasaba, Azerbaijan
Under sanctions: Canada, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Ukraine, New Zealand, Australia, Japan
Citizen: Russian Federation
Last position: Administration of the Governor of the Moscow Region, advisor to the Governor
Social network profiles: Instagram archived
Other websites: Wikipedia archived, personal website archived, Government of the Moscow Region archived

Nisanov God Semenovich

Last profile update: Sept. 13, 2023
Career:

from 2020
Administration of the Governor of the Moscow Region, advisor to the Governor

more information is available in ru version of the dossier
Connections:

- **Family members**
  - Nisanov Saul Godovich – son, **VYSSHAIA LIGA TRUST LLC**, co-owner

- **Personal connections**
  - Naryshkin Sergey Evgen'yevich Russian Foreign Intelligence Agency, director
    - personal relationships,
  - Rotenberg Boris Romanovich FUND ‘TOKSOVSKAIA PERSPECTIVA’, chairman of the board of trustees
    - personal relationships,
  - Nisanov Leon Ilyaguevich Parus LLC, co-owner
    - personal relationships,
  - Nisanov David Mardakhaevich ‘Kievskaya Ploshchad 1’ LLC, co-owner
    - personal relationships,

- **Business connections**
  - Vorob'yev Andrey Yur'yevich Government of the Moscow Region, governor
    - God Nisanov is an advisor to the Governor of the Moscow Region Andrey Vorobyov
  - Dyumin Artem Gennad'yevich ПРЕДСТАВИТЕЛЬСТВО ФИРМЫ "САНОФИ СА (САНОФИ АГ)"(ШВЕЙЦАРИЯ) Г. МОСКВА, employee
    - God Nisanov and Artem Dyumin are business partners
  - Ragimov Ilgam Mamed Gasan Ogly OTEL-INVEST LLC, co-owner
    - Ilgam Ragimov and God Nisanov are business partners

Assets:

According to **Forbes** the God Nisanov's fortune in 2020 was estimated at $ 2.7 billion.
Associated legal entities:

- from Oct. 1, 2019
  [OTEL-INVEST LLC, Taxpayer's number 7714507688], co-owner, Share 30.000%
- from Oct. 1, 2019
  [VYSOTKA LLC, Taxpayer's number 7730121138], co-owner, Share 42.500%
- from Feb. 28, 2018
  [VYSSHAIA LIGA TRUST LLC, Taxpayer's number 7703519650], co-owner, Share 25.000%
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